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About
Universal Robots

Universal Robots + is an online showroom, providing you with cutting-edge
products to customize a UR robot application that perfectly meets your requirements. You will find everything you need in one place – from end-effectors and
accessories to vision cameras and software.

Universal Robots is the leading manufacturer of collaborative robots. Right from
the beginning our objective has been clear: To make collaborative robots accessible to companies of all sizes – and so we have. Around the world, more than
10,000 UR robots are in operation, optimizing productions and relieving workers
of tedious, monotonous tasks.

All products are tested and approved to perfectly integrate with UR robots to
take the trial and error process out of creating a robot application. The result
is fast, smooth and low-risk integration. Some of the products on display are
also “Certified by Universal Robots”. This certification is your guarantee that the
product is already employed and well running at an end-user.
Should you at any time before, during or after the integration process require
any help, you have access to direct support from the manufacturers of all the
products on display.

The UR robots come in three sizes, all equipped with the same benefits:
• Collaborative and safe
• Fast set-up
• Easy programming
• Flexible deployment
• Fastest payback in the industry

Want to know more about how Universal Robots
can benefit your business?
Go to www.universal-robots.com

Customize your UR robot with cutting-edge products

Customizing a robot
has never been easier
1. Find your product

2. Plug & Play makes automation easier

3. Professional support right at hand

Get started with customizing the perfect UR application. Explore the world of Universal Robots+
products in the online showroom by browsing between end-effectors, accessories and software.
You can customize your search to filter by specific robots or tasks. Select a product and you will
have access to product videos, features and benefits, technical details and much more. Once you
have decided on a product, simply contact the manufacturer directly to get hold of it.

Many products displayed on Universal Robots+ are completely Plug & Play and ready to use
straight from the box. We are dedicated to ensuring that the products we offer feature simple
setup, reliable operation, smooth user-experience and easy programming. Why? Because we
want to make the process towards automation as easy as possible.

Professional support is always right at hand if you need more product information
or technical assistance at any time during the selection or integration phase.
Universal Robots+ offers direct contact to the manufacturers of all the products featured
in the online showroom. Contact them and within 24 hours they will provide you with the
necessary expertise and guidance.

